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Abstract 20	

Retrovirus-derived virus-like particles (VLPs) are particularly interesting vaccine 21	

platforms as they trigger efficient humoral and cellular immune responses and can be 22	

used to display heterologous antigens. In this study, we characterized the intrinsic 23	

immunogenicity of VLPs and investigated their possible adjuvantization by 24	

incorporation of toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands. We designed a non-coding single-25	

stranded RNA (ncRNA) that could be encapsidated by VLPs and induce TLR7/8-26	

signaling. We found that VLPs efficiently induce in vitro dendritic cell activation, which 27	

can be improved by ncRNA encapsidation (ncRNAVLPs). Transcriptome studies of 28	

dendritic cells harvested from the spleen of immunized mice identified antigen 29	

presentation and immune activation as the main gene expression signatures induced 30	

by VLPs, while TLR signaling and Th1 signatures characterize ncRNAVLPs. In vivo and 31	

compared with standard VLPs, ncRNAVLPs promoted Th1 responses and improved 32	

CD8+ T cell proliferation in a MyD88-dependent manner. In an HIV vaccine mouse 33	

model, HIV-pseudotyped ncRNAVLPs elicited stronger antigen-specific cellular and 34	

humoral responses than VLPs. Altogether our findings provide molecular evidence 35	

for a strong vaccine potential of retrovirus-derived VLPs that can be further improved 36	

by harnessing TLR-mediated immune activation.  37	

Importance 38	

We previously reported that DNA vaccines encoding antigens displayed in/on 39	

retroviral VLPs are more efficient than standard DNA vaccines at inducing cellular 40	

and humoral immune responses. We aimed to decipher the mechanisms and 41	

investigated the VLPs immunogenicity independently of the DNA vaccination. We 42	

show that VLPs have the ability to activate antigen-presenting cells directly, thus 43	

confirming their intrinsic immunostimulatory properties and their potential to be used 44	

as an antigenic platform. Notably, this immunogenicity can be further improved 45	

and/or oriented by the incorporation into VLPs of ncRNA, which provides further TLR-46	

mediated activation and Th1-type CD4+ and CD8+ T cell response orientation. Our 47	

results highlight the versatility of retrovirus–derived VLP design and the value of 48	

using ncRNA as an intrinsic vaccine adjuvant.  49	

  50	
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Introduction 51	

The development of successful vaccines against viruses such as HIV or HCV 52	

requires new approaches, and in particular vaccines that are able to elicit both 53	

cellular and humoral immune responses contributing to protective immunity. A major 54	

advance in vaccine development has been the production of antigens as virus- like 55	

particles (VLPs) that mimic the overall structure of virus particles, without the 56	

requirement of containing infectious genetic material. VLP designs are based on the 57	

observation that expression of the capsid proteins of many viruses leads to the 58	

spontaneous assembly of pseudo-particles with an authentic conformation, but 59	

devoid of DNA or RNA viral genome, thus rendering them replication incompetent. In 60	

addition to safety, their particulate nature, highly repetitive structure and ability to 61	

activate innate immune cells explain the strong immunogenicity of VLPs (1),(2) and 62	

their success in vaccine development (3). To date, VLPs have been used as 63	

prophylactic vaccines against homologous viral diseases, such as hepatitis B or 64	

papillomavirus infection, and have shown excellent efficacy and safety profiles. VLPs 65	

have also been proposed as an antigen carrier platform for heterologous vaccination. 66	

The insertion of target antigens into viral structural proteins able to self-assemble has 67	

been the most common method of producing these chimeric VLPs. Different VLPs 68	

have been adapted for this purpose (4) and there have been notable successes in 69	

developing vaccines, notably against malaria (5).  70	

We previously developed recombinant murine leukemia retrovirus–based VLPs (MLV 71	

VLPs) as a vaccine platform. These VLPs are made of the Moloney MLV-Gag capsid 72	

proteins that can self-assemble into pseudo-particles in host cells by budding at the 73	

plasma membrane. Target antigens can be inserted either into the particles by fusion 74	

with Gag proteins or displayed at their surface by co-expression of Gag with 75	

recombinant protein fused to the transmembrane domain of the vesicular stomatitis 76	

virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) (6). We demonstrated that the expression of antigens both 77	

in and on VLPs significantly improves their immunogenicity, favoring the induction of 78	

both B- and T-cell–mediated immunity in a context of DNA vaccination. Indeed, 79	

plasmid DNA encoding chimeric VLPs induces higher cellular and humoral immune 80	

responses against target antigens than a control DNA vaccine encoding antigens not 81	

associated with VLPs (7),(8),(9),(10). 82	
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In order to favor vaccine-induced Th1 responses, which play a critical role in antiviral 83	

immunity (11),(12), stimulation of Toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands (13) has been 84	

investigated (14). TLRs are receptors expressed by innate immune cells, 85	

predominantly by antigen-presenting cells (APCs), and recognize various pathogen 86	

components, such as proteins, nucleic acids or sugars, from viruses, bacteria or 87	

parasites (15). Upon binding to pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), 88	

TLR signaling activates the APCs resulting in production by dendritic cells (DCs) of 89	

cytokines, notably IL-6, IL-12 and IFN-γ (14), increased co-stimulatory molecule 90	

expression and enhanced capacity to present and cross-present antigens on MHC 91	

class I molecules (16),(17). Among the different TLRs that are able to recognize 92	

pathogenic nucleic acids, TLR7, 8 and 9 have been extensively studied for the 93	

induction of Th1 responses for anti-tumor and anti-viral vaccination (17),(18),(19),(20).  94	

Here, we designed a new strategy to incorporate non-coding RNA (ncRNA), which 95	

acts as a TLR7/8 ligand in MLV-derived VLPs and is characterized by its impact on 96	

their immune properties. We compared VLPs and ncRNAVLPs for their capacity to 97	

activate DCs, to prime CD8+ and CD4+ T cell responses and to generate anti-HIV 98	

immune responses in mice. Collectively, our results demonstrate that MLV-derived 99	

VLPs have intrinsic adjuvant properties that can be further improved by incorporation 100	

of ncRNA. 101	

 102	

Material and Methods 103	

Cell lines 104	

HEK293T cells (CRL-1573; ATCC) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle 105	

medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 106	

µg/mL streptomycin (all from Life Technologies, Cergy Pontoise, France) and 10% 107	

heat-inactivated fetal calf serum. 108	

Mice 109	

6- to 7-week-old female C57BL/6J mice were from Janvier Labs (Le Genest-Saint-110	

Isle, France). OT-I (C57BL/6-Tg(TcraTcrb)1100Mjb), OT-II (C57BL/6-111	

Tg(TcraTcrb)425Cbn) and MyD88-/- (on a C57BL/6 background; (21)) mice were bred 112	
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at the CEF animal facility at the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital. Mice were maintained 113	

under specific pathogen-free conditions, and manipulations were performed 114	

according to European Economic Community guidelines and approved by the local 115	

ethics committee (ce5/2009/042). 116	

Plasmid DNA 117	

pGag encodes the Moloney MLV-Gag under the CMV promoter. pGag is obtained by 118	

deletion of Pol by PCR in the pBL35 (7) with insertion of the MluI restriction site at the 119	

3’ end of Gag before the terminal stop amino acid. For pGag-gp33-41, the 120	

KAVYNFATC epitope (gp33-41), flanked upstream and downstream by 5 natively 121	

neighboring amino acids as previously described (7), was added at the 3’ end of the 122	

MLV gag sequence in pGag. pBL196 encodes a fusion protein MLV-Gag-OVA. The 123	

OVA sequence was synthesized (GenScript Corporation, Piscataway, NJ 08854, 124	

USA) and inserted at the end of MLV-Gag with restriction sites (MluI/XbaI) in pGag. 125	

phCMV-VSV-G encoding VSV-G was previously described (22). pgp140-TM is a 126	

synthetic plasmid under the EF1α promoter encoding the GP140TM fusion chimeric 127	

protein. HIV Gp140 (Clade B, Strain JRFL) was fused after Lys-674 to the VSV-G 128	

transmembrane domain (TM) by PCR insertion of the 49 amino acids from Ser-463 to 129	

Lys-511. pncRNA was obtained by deleting the coding region from a CMV-GFP 130	

retroviral transgene (kindly provided by FL Cosset) after digestion with EcoR1. 131	

Production of VLPs 132	

HEK-293T cells (ATCC/CRL-1573) (15 × 106 cells/175 cm2 flask) were transfected 133	

using a calcium phosphate protocol with 50 µg of total plasmid DNA. For VLPs (i) 134	

pGag and phCMV-VSV-G or (ii) pGag-gp33-41 and pgp140-TM were used in a 2:1 135	

ratio. For ncRNAVLPs (i) pGag, phCMV-VSV-G and pncRNA or (ii) pGag-gp33-41, 136	

pgp140-TM and pncRNA were used in a 2:1:1 ratio. After 48 h, supernatants were 137	

collected, filtered through 0.45 µm pore-sized membranes and concentrated with 138	

Centricon (Millipore, Molsheim, France). Then, supernatants were layered on top of a 139	

sucrose step gradient (2.5 mL 35% and 2.5 mL 50%) and centrifuged at 100,000 g 140	

for 2 h at 4°C. The interface was collected and washed with PBS in an identical 141	

centrifugation step to eliminate remaining sucrose. Quantification of VLPs was 142	

performed by BCA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). 143	
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Endotoxin quantification 144	

Endotoxin levels in VLP preparations were quantified with the LAL Chromogenic 145	

Endotoxin Quantitation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), following manufacturer’s 146	

instructions. Absorbance was read at a wavelength of 405 nm in a DTX-800 147	

Microplate Reader (Beckman Coulter, USA). 148	

Detection of ncRNA in VLPs 149	

Purified VLPs and ncRNAVLPs were incubated at 75°C for 10 min to release RNA and 150	

treated with DNase I RNase-free (Invitrogen, France) for 30 min at room 151	

temperature. As a control, total RNA from HEK-293T cells (3.106 cells) was isolated 152	

by using RNeasy Mini Kits (Qiagen, France). cDNA synthesis from HEK-293T or 153	

VLPs was performed in triplicate using Superscript III (Invitrogen, France) according 154	

to the manufacturer’s instructions, using primers specific to the MLV LTR region. 155	

Forward primer 5′- ATA GAC TGA GTC GCC CGG-3′ and reverse primer 5′- AGC 156	

GAG ACC ACA AGT CGG AT-3′ were synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich. Quantitative 157	

PCR was performed using the 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Life Technologies, 158	

France) with FG, Power Sybr master mix (Life Technologies, France). 159	

Quantification of total RNA in VLPs 160	

VLPs were transfered in Trizol Reagent (Life Technologies, France) and extraction 161	

was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Phase Lock Gel 162	

(5PRIME) was used to separate phases. Extracted RNA was treated with the DNA-163	

free Kit (Ambion). Yields of RNA from VLPs were determined by the Quant-iT™ 164	

RiboGreen RNA Reagent (Invitrogen). Escherichia coli 16S and 23S rRNA provided 165	

by the manufacturer were used as controls. 166	

Assay of murine bone marrow–derived dendritic cell activation  167	

Bone marrow cells collected from tibias and femurs of C57Bl/6 or MyD88-/- mice were 168	

cultured for 9 days in IMDM medium (Life Technologies, Cergy Pontoise, France) 169	

supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin 170	

(all from Life Technologies, Cergy Pontoise, France), 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf 171	

serum and GM-CSF (supernatant of J558 hybridoma kindly provided by D. Gray, 172	

University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, U.K.). Fresh medium was added every 3 days. 173	
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At day 9, differentiated BMDCs were cultured for 24 additional hours in the presence 174	

of VLPs, ncRNAVLPs or medium alone as control. Expression of activation markers 175	

was analyzed by flow cytometry. 176	

Transcriptome analysis of dendritic cells 177	

C57Bl/6 mice were i.v. injected with 25 µg of VSV-G-pseudotyped VLPs, ncRNAVLPs 178	

or with PBS in the control group. Six hours later the mice were sacrificed and DCs 179	

were isolated from spleen using magnetic separation with CD11c-specific 180	

microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Paris, France). Purity of sorting cells was verified by 181	

flow cytometry and cells were frozen in Trizol after 2 washes in PBS. RNA was 182	

isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit (QIAGEN). RNA yield was assessed using a 183	

NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and RNA integrity 184	

was confirmed by using an Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) with a 185	

minimum RNA integrity number (RIN) of 9. Total RNA was amplified and converted to 186	

biotinylated cRNA according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Illumina TotalPrep RNA 187	

Amplification Kit; Ambion). Four biological replicates were hybridized to the Sentrix 188	

BeadChips Array mouse WG-6 v2 (Illumina). Data extraction was done with 189	

BeadStudio software and expression levels were normalized by a quantile method 190	

using the limma R package. The quality of the dataset was checked by using an 191	

unsupervised clustering analysis of experimental groups compared with the control. 192	

At this step, one control mouse was excluded from analyses because of pre-analytic 193	

statistical tests (Principal Variance Component Analysis) showing that some 194	

experimental issues were responsible for an external variability source. Gene 195	

ontology (GO)–based signatures were tested for their significance on our microarray 196	

data using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) software and statistically 197	

significant molecular signatures (false discovery rate (FDR) q.value < 0.05) were 198	

selected. Molecular signatures that were differentially modulated in VLP or ncRNAVLP 199	

groups compared with the PBS group were mapped using Cytoscape software (23) 200	

with the “Enrichment map” plugin (24). Each dot represent a molecular signature from 201	

the Gene Ontology Database that is significantly enriched compared to the PBS 202	

group. If two of these signatures show a strong overlap between their genes, they are 203	

linked by an edge (based on the Jaccard similarity index), and the length of this edge 204	

depends on the number of genes shared by the two signatures (the more genes they 205	

share, the shorter the edge is). Signatures specifically regulated in the ncRNAVLPs and 206	
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not shared with the VLPs were identified to characterize the specific ncRNA impact 207	

on DCs. Heatmaps were generated by using heatmap.2 R package software to show 208	

the individual gene expression in signatures of interest. Raw microarray data have 209	

been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and are accessible 210	

through GEO series accession number GSE70557 211	

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE70557). 212	

Quantitative PCR 213	

Complementary DNA was generated using SuperScript VILO (Life Technologies, 214	

France) and performed reverse transcription according to the manufacturer’s 215	

instructions. Quantitative PCR was performed using the 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR 216	

System (Life Technologies, France) with Fast Master Mix (Life Technologies, France) 217	

and TaqMan gene expression assay probes (Life Technologies, France). The probe 218	

IDs are Irf1: Mm01288580_m1, Irf7: Mm00516793_g1, Mx2: Mm00488995_m1, 219	

Relb: Mm00485664_m1, Rsad2: Mm00491265_m1, Slc2a6: Mm00554217_m1, 220	

Traf6: Mm00493836_m1, Xcl1: Mm00434772_m1 and 18S: Mm03928990_g1. 221	

qPCRs were performed in triplicate and the mRNA levels were normalized to that of 222	

GAPDH mRNA and 18S mRNA. 223	

In vitro proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells 224	

Spleen cells were collected from C57BL/6, MyD88-/- and OT-I mice. DCs from 225	

C57Bl/6 and MyD88-/- mice were isolated by magnetic sorting with CD11c 226	

microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). OT-I CD8+ T cells were isolated by negative selection 227	

using biotin-conjugated antibodies specific for CD11c, CD11b and B220 (all from BD 228	

Biosciences, Pont-de Claix, France) plus anti-biotin microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec) and 229	

stained with CFSE (Life Technologies). In a 96-well plate, 2x105 OT-I CFSE+ splenic 230	

cells were cultured in RPMI medium supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL 231	

penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin (all from Life Technologies, Cergy Pontoise, 232	

France) and 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, with 4x104 CD11c+ cells (ratio 233	

5:1) from C57Bl/6 or MyD88-/- mice in the presence of 5 µg of VSV-G-pseudotyped 234	

Gag-OVA VLPs or ncRNAVLPs, or medium for control. After 3 days, proliferation and 235	

activation of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. 236	

In vivo proliferation of CD8+ or CD4+ T cells 237	
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C57Bl/6 or MyD88-/- mice were immunized by i.v. injection of 1 µg of VSV-G-238	

pseudotyped Gag-OVA VLPs or ncRNAVLPs or PBS in the control group. 6 hours later, 239	

CFSE-stained OT-I or OT-II spleen cells containing 1.5x106 transgenic cells 240	

(proportion measured by flow cytometry) were i.v. injected. After 3 or 5 days, spleens 241	

were collected and proliferation of OT-I or OT-II transgenic CFSE+ cells was 242	

evaluated by flow cytometry. 243	

Flow cytometry 244	

Immunostaining for flow cytometry was performed with the following mAbs: V500-245	

conjugated anti-CD4, AF700-conjugated anti-CD8, V500-conjugated anti-IA/E, biotin-246	

conjugated anti-CD80, biotin-conjugated anti-CD44, efluor450-conjugated anti-CD86, 247	

APC-conjugated anti-Tbet, PE-conjugated anti-GATA3 (all from BD Biosciences), 248	

APC-conjugated anti-CD11c and APC-conjugated anti-Vα2 (both from eBiosciences). 249	

Biotin-conjugated antibodies were detected with PECy7-conjugated streptavidin 250	

(eBioscience). In in vitro assays, 7-AAD viability dye was added to exclude dead cells 251	

from the analysis. All cytometry experiments were performed with a BDTM LSRII 252	

cytometer and data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Treestar). 253	

HIV immunizations 254	

6-week-old C57BL/6 or MyD88-/- female mice were immunized s.c. at weeks 0, 2 and 255	

4 with 25 µg of HIV-gp140 pseudotyped Gag-gp33-41 VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. At weeks 256	

6 and 12, sera were collected from blood samples to analyze antibody responses. At 257	

week 12, mice were sacrificed to analyze cellular immune responses.  258	

Anti-HIV humoral immune response 259	

HIV-specific IgG antibody concentrations in the sera were evaluated by gp140-260	

specific ELISA. Gp140 protein (kindly provided by R. Wyatt, US) was coated at 0.5 261	

µg/mL O/N at 4°C before adding diluted sera for 2 hours at RT. Anti-mouse IgG 262	

coupled to horseradish peroxidase (HRP; Dako, Hamburg, Germany) was then 263	

added for 1 hour RT. After washing, TMB (eBioscience) was added and absorbance 264	

was read at 405 nm. 2G12 antibody (Polymun Scientific, Austria) was used as 265	

standard for determination of HIV-specific antibody concentration. 266	

Anti-HIV cellular immune response 267	
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Spleens were collected and specific IFN-γ production by T cells was determined in a 268	

standard ELISPOT assay (Mabtech). Briefly, 5x105 spleen cells were restimulated for 269	

24 h at 37°C in 5% CO2 with 10 µg/mL of gp33-41 peptide or 10 ng/well of gp140-270	

pseudotyped lentiviral particles made of HIV Gag. Medium alone and concanavalin A 271	

(ConA; Sigma-Aldrich) at 3 µg/mL were used as negative and positive controls, 272	

respectively. Spots were counted with an AID ELISPOT reader (ELR03; AID, 273	

Germany). Results were expressed as spot-forming units (SFUs) per 106 cells. 274	

 275	

Results 276	

ncRNA encapsidation into VLPs 277	

The ncRNA plasmid derived from a retroviral vector from which the coding reporter 278	

gene was deleted. Only the flanking regions (R, U5 from 5’-LTR and U3, R, U5 from 279	

3’-LTR), the tRNA primer-binding site (PBS), the retroviral packaging signal 280	

sequence (psi) and the polypurine tract (PPT) were functional (Fig. 1A). As a result, 281	

the ncRNA plasmid produces RNA molecules that do not encode specific proteins 282	

but can be incorporated into retroviral particles by interactions between Gag and psi 283	

elements during the packaging process in addition to cellular RNAs (Fig. 1B). The 284	

presence of ncRNA was tested by RT-qPCR on pseudo-particles purified from 285	

H293T cells transfected with plasmid DNA encoding MLV-Gag, VSV-G envelope 286	

glycoproteins, and ncRNA or not. Specific detection of ncRNA was observed in 287	

pseudo-particles produced in the presence of ncRNA plasmid (ncRNAVLPs), while the 288	

signal detected in VLPs produced in the absence of the ncRNA plasmid was 289	

equivalent to the background (Fig. 1C). Similar results were observed in pseudo-290	

particles produced with chimeric MLV-Gag proteins fused with OVA or gp33-41 291	

antigens (data not shown), demonstrating that ncRNA was efficiently encapsidated in 292	

the different recombinant VLPs used in this study. qPCR assay was also performed 293	

without the reverse transcription step in order to evaluate the eventual presence of 294	

contaminating ncRNA-encoding plasmid DNA in our preparations. Positive results 295	

were obtained but level of plasmid DNA was around 1000 times lower than signal 296	

observed after reverse transcription. 297	
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Wondering if the presence of the ncRNA into the particles could modify the quantity 298	

of cellular RNA packaged, we compared the total RNA quantity in ncRNAVLP and VLP 299	

preparations and observed very similar quantities in both types of VLPs (mean of 593 300	

ng/µg for ncRNAVLPs, 528 ng/µg for VLPs). This suggests that the incorporation of 301	

ncRNA in VLPs does not significantly modify the total quantity of RNA carried by the 302	

particles but impact its quality since ncRNAVLPs specifically harbor RNA of viral origin 303	

in addition to cellular RNAs. Also, to exclude the possibility that endotoxins could play 304	

a role in the VLP effect described later on, we assessed the possible LPS 305	

contamination by performing a Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL)-based assay on 306	

different preparations of VLPs. Results show that there are low endotoxin levels in 307	

our VLP preparations, lower actually than in a commercial OVA protein batch used 308	

as control (Fig. 1E). Importantly the endotoxin levels measured in VLPs and 309	

ncRNAVLPs are very similar, thus guaranteeing that the comparison between the two 310	

types of VLPs is not biased by endotoxin contamination. 311	

ncRNA carried in VLPs increases dendritic cell activation in a MyD88-312	

dependent manner 313	

To evaluate the ability of ncRNA to improve the immunogenicity of VLPs, we 314	

compared the capacity of VLPs and ncRNAVLPs to activate murine DCs. C57Bl/6 315	

immature BMDCs were cultured in the presence of 1, 5, or 10 µg of VLPs ± ncRNA 316	

for 24 hours and expression of CD80 (Fig. 2A, 2C and 2E) and CD86 (Fig. 2B, 2D 317	

and 2F) costimulation molecules were analyzed by flow cytometry. Medium alone, 318	

R848 (TLR7 ligand) and LPS (TLR4 ligand) were used as negative and two positive 319	

controls, respectively. We observed a dose-dependent activation of BMDCs with 320	

standard VLPs (in the absence of viral RNA), demonstrating their intrinsic 321	

immunogenicity and confirming our previous results observed with human DCs (10). 322	

Moreover, a significant higher expression of both CD80 and CD86 was observed with 323	

ncRNAVLPs as compared with standard VLPs (Fig. 2E and 2F), demonstrating the 324	

adjuvant properties of encapsidated ncRNA. 325	

Engagement of the TLR pathways was evaluated by conducting similar experiments 326	

with BMDCs from mice deficient for the myeloid differentiation primary response 327	

gene 88 (MyD88-/- mice), which is involved in the signaling pathways of most of the 328	

TLRs. As expected, R848 had no activation effect in MyD88-/- BMDCs while LPS, 329	
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which is known to induce both a MyD88-dependent and -independent pathway, still 330	

induced cell activation (Fig. 2I-J). Interestingly, very weak activation was observed 331	

with VLPs in MyD88-/- BMDCs and was not significantly increased with ncRNAVLPs 332	

(Fig. 2G-L). Therefore, we first conclude that VLPs alone are able to trigger a 333	

MyD88-dependent pathway, partly explaining their immunogenicity and suggesting 334	

that VLPs are recognized by some TLRs. Secondly, as no effect of ncRNA was 335	

observed on activation of MyD88-/- BMDCs, this confirms that the increased activation 336	

of wild-type BMDCs is mediated by TLR activation by ncRNA, likely TLR7 and/or 337	

TLR8. 338	

Transcriptome analysis of dendritic cells activated by VLPs or ncRNAVLPs 339	

In order to better characterize the intrinsic immunogenicity of MLV-derived VLPs and 340	

the mechanisms related to DC activation by ncRNA, we performed a transcriptome 341	

analysis of sorted CD11c+ cells from the spleen of C57Bl/6 mice 6 hours after 342	

intravenous injection of VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. As expected a large set of shared genes 343	

(n = 572) was differentially expressed in both VLP or ncRNAVLP groups. In contrast, 344	

few genes (n = 169) were specifically modulated by ncRNA. Using unsupervised 345	

analysis with multidimensional scaling, no efficient segregation between VLP and 346	

ncRNAVLP groups were observed (not shown), confirming the high similarities between 347	

the two groups.  348	

However, based on the differentially expressed genes and Gene Set Enrichment 349	

Analysis (GSEA), we identified signatures significantly regulated in VLP or ncRNAVLP 350	

groups in comparison with controls. The results were mapped as a network of 351	

signatures (nodes) related by similarity (edges) in which shared signatures and 352	

specific ones of ncRNAVLPs were indicated in gray and red, respectively (Fig. 3A). As 353	

expected, the two types of VLPs share common signaling pathways that are 354	

organized in functional modules related to immunology, including immune response, 355	

proteasome activity and viral processes (in gray). We focused on signatures that are 356	

specifically enriched in the ncRNAVLP group, shown in red in Figure 3A. These specific 357	

signatures were related to (i) RNA transport (ii) Th1 immune response and (iii) IFN-358	

γ/IL-4 secretion, , which is very consistent with the presence of ncRNA in VLPs and 359	

its ability to polarize the immune responses. Three of the immune-related enriched 360	

GO signatures are represented in Figure 3B, confirming the ability of ncRNA to 361	
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activate DCs and activate TLR signaling, and revealing their capacity to induce Th1-362	

biased immune responses, as shown for example by the increased expression of Irf1 363	

(interferon regulating factor-1) and Xcl1 genes, which are associated with Th1 364	

responses. Notably, increased expression of eight important genes from the 3 365	

selected signatures, including Irf1 and Xcl1, was confirmed by RT-qPCR (Fig. 3C), 366	

strengthening our results. 367	

ncRNA increases cross-presentation of antigens carried by VLPs 368	

We next considered the specific role of the carried ncRNA in antigen cross-369	

presentation and CD8+ T cell activation. In vitro T cell proliferation experiments were 370	

performed with transgenic OT-I CD8+ T cells (specific for OVA257-264 peptide, 371	

restricted to H2-Kb MHC class I molecules) co-cultured for 3 days with wild-type or 372	

MyD88-/- DCs in the presence of OVA-recombinant VLPs made of Gag-OVA fusion 373	

proteins and carrying or not ncRNA. We observed that recombinant VLPs induced 374	

specific proliferation of the TCR-transgenic CD8+ T cells, which was significantly 375	

higher with ncRNAVLPs compared with VLPs devoid of ncRNA (Fig. 4A). When the 376	

experiments were performed with MyD88-/- DC cells in presence of standard 377	

recombinant VLPs, we observed similar levels of proliferation to those induced by 378	

wild-type DCs, indicating that TLR recognition is not absolutely necessary for 379	

induction of CD8+ T cell proliferation (Fig. 4B). Importantly, no significant 380	

improvement of in vitro T cell proliferation was observed with ncRNAVLPs in the 381	

presence of MyD88-/- DC cells, demonstrating that ncRNA requires MyD88-382	

dependent signals to express its adjuvant properties. 383	

We tested the adjuvant effect of ncRNA on in vivo CD8+ T cell proliferation by 384	

injecting OVA-recombinant VLPs or ncRNAVLPs in C57BL/6 wild-type or MyD88-/- 385	

mice, injected 6 hours later with CFSE-stained OT-I T cells. Consistent with the in 386	

vitro experiments, a significantly higher proliferation of transgenic OT-I CD8+ T cells 387	

was observed at day 3 with the ncRNAVLPs compared with VLPs (Fig. 4C and 4D), 388	

confirming the ability of ncRNA molecules to amplify CD8+ T cell responses. In 389	

contrast, no difference in CD8+ T cell proliferation was observed in MyD88-/- mice 390	

when VLPs and ncRNAVLPs were compared (Fig. 4E), confirming the involvement of 391	

TLR activation in the in vivo adjuvant effect of ncRNA. 392	

ncRNA improves antigen-specific CD4+ T cell activation and Th1 polarization 393	
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We also considered the specific role of the carried ncRNA in CD4+ T cell activation 394	

and differentiation. In vivo T cell proliferation experiments were performed with OVA-395	

specific transgenic OT-II CD4+ T cells. Interestingly, OVA-recombinant ncRNAVLPs 396	

significantly improved the proliferation of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells, as shown in 397	

an adoptive transfer model with OT-II cells (Fig. 4F) and compared with VLPs. The 398	

polarization of effector CD4+ T cells was investigated and intracellular staining of 399	

Tbet and GATA3 transcription factors was performed. We observed a significant 400	

increase of the ratio of the mean fluorescence intensities of T-bet and GATA3 in 401	

divided CD4+ T cells from mice immunized with ncRNAVLPs as compared with VLPs, 402	

reflecting a Th1-biased polarization (Fig. 4G). Notably, these results were accordant  403	

with the transcriptome analysis (Fig. 3B) and confirm the ability of ncRNA to promote 404	

Th1 immune responses. 405	

ncRNA improves vaccine specific responses in mice 406	

Finally, we evaluated the impact of ncRNA in a vaccination model against HIV by 407	

using MLV-derived VLPs pseudotyped with HIV-1 gp140 envelope glycoproteins. The 408	

gp33-41 CD8+ T-cell specific model antigen was fused to MLV-Gag to evaluate 409	

simultaneously the cross-priming efficiency. C57Bl/6 mice were immunized 410	

subcutaneously three times every 2 weeks with HIV-pseudotyped recombinant VLPs 411	

or ncRNAVLPs (Fig. 5A) and T cell responses were measured at week 12 by IFN-γ 412	

ELISPOT after restimulation either with gp33-41 or HIV-1 gp140 antigens. While 413	

VLPs devoid of ncRNA generated modest but significant IFN-γ T cell immune 414	

responses against gp33-41, ncRNAVLPs significantly increased the responses (Fig. 415	

5B). Adding ncRNA also significantly increased the gp140-specific IFN-γ T cell 416	

immune responses (Fig. 5C), highlighting the adjuvant properties of ncRNA in 417	

inducing HIV-specific Th1 immune responses in a vaccine approach. Importantly, the 418	

improvement of CD4+ T cell immune responses by ncRNA was TLR-mediated since 419	

no significant differences were observed between VLPs and ncRNAVLPs when 420	

experiments were conducted in MyD88-/- mice (Fig. 5B-C). 421	

Antibody responses were evaluated by measuring the anti-gp140 specific antibody 422	

concentration in the serum of vaccinated mice, either at week 6 (Fig. 5D) or at week 423	

12 (Fig. 5E) to assess its long-term persistence. At the early time point after 424	

immunizations, high antibody concentrations were detected but no difference was 425	
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observed between the two groups (Fig. 5D). In contrast, at week 12, anti-gp140 426	

antibody concentration had dramatically dropped in the group immunized with VLPs, 427	

while mice immunized with ncRNAVLPs still presented high levels of anti-gp140 428	

antibodies (Fig 5E), revealing a capacity of the ncRNA adjuvant to maintain HIV-429	

specific antibody levels in the sera of immunized mice. 430	

 431	

Discussion  432	

VLPs are considered as highly immunogenic vaccines and are used as an antigenic 433	

platform to increase the immunogenicity of antigens (2). Here, we studied the 434	

immunogenic properties of MLV-derived VLPs and propose an adjuvant strategy to 435	

increase their immunogenicity. We confirmed the ability of these VLPs to induce 436	

activation of antigen-presenting cells. Indeed, efficient uptake of VLPs and activation 437	

of murine BMDCs were demonstrated, which represent the prerequisite for the high 438	

immunological activity of recombinant VLPs and confirm our previous observations 439	

with human monocyte–derived DCs (10). DC activation was confirmed with VLPs 440	

highly purified by anion exchange chromatography on Q Sepharose (data not 441	

shown), demonstrating that their immunogenicity is not due to the presence of 442	

contaminants in the VLP preparation, which was already reported in baculovirus-443	

expressed VLPs and may partially explain the enhanced immunogenicity of these 444	

types of VLPs (25). By contrast, it is well known that in the human cell lines production 445	

systems, human surface proteins are incorporated in the membrane of VLPs, and 446	

these proteins probably play a role in the observed immunogenicity of particles, as it 447	

has been shown for tetraspanins for example (26). Moreover, we demonstrated that 448	

MLV VLPs induce efficient cross-presentation as shown by in vitro and in vivo 449	

proliferation of CD8+ T cells against displayed antigens. Consistent with our findings, 450	

other groups previously demonstrated that antigens carried by different VLPs, 451	

including HBs- and HCV-derived VLPs, can be efficiently cross-presented by DCs 452	

(27),(28).  453	

Several mechanisms could explain the intrinsic adjuvant-like properties of MLV VLPs. 454	

Based on transcriptome analyses, we observed that MLV VLPs positively regulate 455	

numerous immunological signatures related to the immune response, proteasome 456	

activity and viral processes (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, experiments conducted with 457	
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MyD88-/- DCs revealed that the Toll-like receptor pathways are also involved in VLP 458	

immunogenicity (Fig. 2). We observed a significant increase of MyD88 and TLR2 459	

gene expression in DC transcriptome studies that was confirmed by TLR2 activation 460	

using the Invivogen TLR screening® assay (data not shown). However, even if TLR 461	

seems to be involved in VLP-induced DC activation, MyD88 signaling is not sufficient 462	

to fully explain the immune properties of MLV VLPs, since T-cell immune responses 463	

observed in MyD88-/- and wild-type mice after OVA-recombinant VLP immunization 464	

were equal (Fig. 4). Other mechanisms could be linked to the high immunogenicity of 465	

MLV VLPs. Notably, disruption of the structure of VLPs by boiling them for 10 466	

minutes led to a dramatic loss of DC activation (data not shown), demonstrating that 467	

the particular nature of VLPs confers them intrinsic adjuvant properties. However, we 468	

assume that VLPs immunogenicity may be overestimated since VLPs were prepared 469	

in human 293T cells and tested in mice.  470	

Otherwise, we describe in this study a novel adjuvant strategy for vaccination with 471	

MLV VLPs using ncRNA, a non-coding single-stranded RNA molecule capable of 472	

being packaged in the particles. As it is well known that numerous host cell RNAs 473	

can be encapsulated in MLV particles (29)(30), we postulated that ncRNA can be 474	

enriched in VLPs due to the presence of the psi sequence, and can express adjuvant 475	

properties after binding to TLR7 and/or TLR8. TLR7/8 ligands have already shown 476	

great results as immunomodulating therapeutic agents (31),(32) and are very 477	

promising vaccine adjuvants, including against HIV (33),(34). Consistently with these 478	

results, TLR7/8 agonists have been shown to efficiently activate and induce cytokine 479	

secretion by DCs, in a MyD88-dependent way (35),(36),(37). Here, we demonstrated in 480	

vitro and in vivo that ncRNA improves VLP immunogenicity after TLR recognition. 481	

Transcriptome analyses reveal that ncRNA-induced DC maturation is linked to the 482	

NF-κB signaling pathway, as shown by the increased expression of Traf6, Batf, 483	

Batf2, RelB in murine DCs, and a significant modulation of the TLR signaling related 484	

genes (Fig. 3B-C). Among those genes, Rsad2 (or Viperin) which has already been 485	

shown to promote interferon-β secretion in response to TLR7 ligand (38) and acts on 486	

antigen presentation (39) as shown by ubiquitin D (Ubd) gene upregulation in splenic 487	

DCs was up-regulated. We also observed a significant increase in numerous genes 488	

involved in the response to interferons such as Mx2, Oas1, Oas2, Socs3, Irf7 and 489	

several other interferon-inducible genes, suggesting that ncRNA triggers interferon 490	
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secretion. Interestingly, these genes have also been reported by Pulandran et al. to 491	

play a key role in vaccine responses against commercialized vaccines and may be 492	

predictive for an efficient vaccine response (40–43). 493	

TLR7/8 ligands have been especially used for their capacity to enhance CD8+ T cell 494	

responses against numerous antigens (33),(44),(45),(46). Similarly, we show here that 495	

ncRNA had a positive effect on CD8+ T cell proliferation in vitro and in vivo in an 496	

OVA model (Fig. 4) and was confirmed with the gp33-41 antigen model (Fig. 5). 497	

Improvement of antigen cross-presentation by ncRNA could be explained by 498	

modulation of antigen processing (16),(47),(48),(49). However, further experiments are 499	

required to evaluate if enhanced co-stimulatory molecule expression and/or secreted 500	

cytokine induced by ncRNA could alternatively explain the improvement of CD8+ T 501	

cell activation. 502	

ncRNA also modulates CD4+ T cell polarization. Indeed, we observed that ncRNA 503	

promotes Th1 CD4+ responses rather than Th2 CD4+ responses, as (i) secretion by 504	

BMDCs of TNFα is significantly increased, but not of IL-4, (ii) T-bet transcription 505	

factor expression is slightly increased in vivo in activated CD4+ T cells while GATA3 506	

expression is slightly decreased, and (iii) transcriptome studies revealed Th1 507	

response-associated signatures. More specifically, upregulation of the Irf1 gene, 508	

which is involved in the regulation of interferon secretion and DC maturation 509	

associated with Th1 polarization (50), was observed and confirmed by RT-qPCR. We 510	

also showed in the presence of ncRNA a higher expression of the Xcl1 gene, which 511	

has been shown to be involved in antigen cross-presentation by DCs (51), and 512	

upregulation of the Slc2a6 gene that correlates with the magnitude of the antigen-513	

specific CD8+ T cell responses (52). These observations are therefore consistent with 514	

the ability of ncRNA to improve CD8+ T cell proliferation and supported by others 515	

demonstrating the role of TLR7/8 ligands in inducing Th1 responses (53),(54). 516	

Altogether, we think ncRNA could be particularly favorable for HIV vaccine 517	

development, since a Th2-biased CD4+ T cell response has been associated with 518	

disease progression (54),(55), while Th1 responses have been shown to favor anti-519	

HIV-1 immunity (56). In the vaccination experiments, we observed that ncRNAVLPs 520	

induce longer lasting humoral responses. We believe ncRNAVLPs are able to activate 521	

more efficiently follicular helper T cells, leading to a better memory induction, as it 522	
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has already been shown with a TLR3 ligand encapsidated in HIV-derived VLPs (57). 523	

This question is currently under investigation in our laboratory. 524	

While VLPs and ncRNAVLPs have similar levels of total packaged RNA, we 525	

demonstrated here that ncRNA carried into ncRNAVLPs has a unique TLR-dependent 526	

adjuvant property in contrast to host RNAs. One remaining question concerns the 527	

molecular pattern that confers its immunogenicity to ncRNA. Specific TLR7/8 ligand 528	

motifs such as polyuridine sequences that would explain the induced MyD88-529	

signaling were not identified in the ncRNA sequence. Additional efforts should be 530	

made in the near future to better characterize ncRNA-related immunogenicity and 531	

establish a TLR7/8-dependent mechanism. 532	

In conclusion, this study provides new evidence of MLV-derived VLP 533	

immunogenicity, and demonstrates the advantages of using ncRNA as an 534	

encapsulated adjuvant molecule. These observations warrant further evaluation in 535	

prime-boost and/or in mucosal vaccine approaches, especially for HIV vaccination, 536	

but also in allergen-specific immunotherapy with the specific aim of shifting the 537	

immune response from the allergic Th2 to the non-allergic Th1 responses. 538	
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Figure legends 729	

Figure 1 730	

ncRNA system and validation of ncRNAVLPs. (A) Structure of the ncRNA encoding 731	

plasmid. Box sizes indicates the relative length of the genetic sequences according 732	

to the scale provided. CMV: cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter; psi: retroviral 733	

encapsidation sequence; U3, R, U5: MLV-long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences. (B) 734	

Schematic representation of MLV-derived standard VLPs (left) and ncRNAVLPs (right). 735	

Packaged cellular RNAs and ncRNA (two copies of single-stranded virus-derived 736	

RNA) are illustrated. (C) Validation by RT-qPCR of the presence of ncRNA in the 737	

pseudo-particles. Gray curves: VLPs; black curves: ncRNAVLPs. Untransfected cell 738	

lysate was used as negative control (dashed curves). Duplicates of one experiment 739	

representative of three are shown. (D) ncRNA-specific qPCR conducted on VLPs or 740	

ncRNAVLPs, with (plain curves) or without (dashed curves) reverse transcriptase step. 741	

(E) Evaluation of endotoxin levels in three different production batches of VLPs and 742	

ncRNAVLPs using LAL assay. Commercial OVA protein batch was used as control. 743	

Figure 2 744	

In vitro effect of VLPs carrying or not ncRNA on bone marrow–derived 745	

dendritic cell activation. Immature BMDCs from C57BL/6 (A-F) or MyD88
-/-

 (G-L) 746	

mice were incubated for 24 hours in the presence of 1, 5 or 10 µg/mL of VSV-G 747	

pseudotyped MLV-Gag VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. CD80 and CD86 expressions were 748	

analyzed by flow cytometry. Representative histograms of CD80 (A, G) and CD86 (B, 749	

H) on C57BL/6 BMDCs (A-B) or MyD88
-/-

 BMDCs (G-H) cultured with 5 µg/mL of 750	

VLPs (thin line), ncRNAVLPs (thick line) or medium alone (plain histogram) are shown. 751	

Related percentages of CD80+ (C, I) and CD86+ (D, J) were represented. Medium 752	

alone, LPS (100 ng/mL) and R848 (1 µg/mL) were used as negative control and two 753	

positive controls, respectively. Results represent the mean + SD of duplicates for 754	

each dose of VLPs from one experiment representative of two (C-D, I-J) and the 755	

means +/- SEM of two independent experiments with the dose of 5 µg/mL are 756	

represented for CD80 (E, K) and CD86 (F, L) for C57BL/6 (E, F) and MyD88
-/- 

(K, L) 757	

BMDCs. * p ≤ 0.05, ns: not significant; Mann-Whitney test.  758	

Figure 3 759	
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Transcriptome analysis of splenic dendritic cells after in vivo injection of VLPs 760	

or ncRNAVLPs. Dendritic-specific gene set enrichment analysis using Gene Ontology 761	

database signatures allowed us to identify molecular signatures that are differentially 762	

enriched in VLP and ncRNAVLP groups compared with PBS. (A) Results were mapped 763	

using Cytoscape software as a network of signatures (nodes) related by similarity 764	

(edges). Node size is proportional to the total number of genes in each set. Groups of 765	

functionally related signatures are circled and labeled (modules). Grey nodes 766	

represent signatures shared between VLP and ncRNAVLP groups; red nodes represent 767	

signatures that are specific for the ncRNAVLP group. FDR q-value = 0.05, P-value = 768	

0.005. (B) Heatmap showing three ncRNA-specific signatures. Samples were 769	

clustered using a distance-based hierarchical clustering regarding the gene 770	

expression. The heatmap colors represent the gene expression (red for high, black 771	

for middle, and green for low expression). The Gene Ontology exact names of 772	

signatures are “Dendritic cell differentiation” for DC differentiation, “Positive 773	

regulation of Toll-Like receptor signaling pathways” for TLR signaling, and “Positive 774	

regulation of T helper type 1 immune response” for Th1 response. (C) Validation by 775	

RT-qPCR of the relative quantity of eight different genes from the three selected 776	

signatures.  777	

Figure 4 778	

In vitro and in vivo effects of VLPs carrying or not ncRNA on T cell proliferation 779	

and polarization. (A, B) In vitro proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. CFSE-780	

stained OVA-specific OT-I splenic lymphocytes were cultured for 3 days with antigen-781	

presenting cells from C57BL/6 (A) or MyD88-/- (B) in the presence of 5 µg/mL of VSV-782	

G pseudotyped Gag-OVA VLPs (gray bars) or ncRNAVLPs (black bars). Percentages 783	

of divided cells were evaluated by flow cytometry analysis of CFSE-low cells among 784	

CD8+ Vα2+ live cells. Medium alone and OVA-I peptide were used as negative and 785	

positive controls, respectively. Means of triplicates from three independent 786	

experiments are shown. (C-E) In vivo proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. 787	

C57BL/6 or MyD88-/- mice (n = 5 per group) were injected i.v. with 1 µg of VSV-G 788	

pseudotyped Gag-OVA VLPs or ncRNAVLPs, and PBS in the control group. Six hours 789	

later mice received 1.5x106 CFSE+ OVA-specific CD8+ T cells from OT-I mice. After 790	

3 days, spleens were collected and proliferation of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells was 791	

evaluated by flow cytometry. One representative dot plot of the CFSE profile from 792	
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each group is depicted in (C). Percentages of divided OVA-specific CD8+ T cells for 793	

each dose in C57BL/6 (D) and MyD88-/- mice (E) are shown. Results represent the 794	

mean values +SEM. (F, G) In vivo proliferation and differentiation of antigen-specific 795	

CD4+ T cells. The same experiment as in (D) was conducted with OT-II cells instead 796	

of OT-I cells. (F) Means of the percentage of divided OVA-specific CD4+ T cells and 797	

SEM are shown. Geometric means (MFI) ratios of Tbet : GATA3 expression among 798	

divided CD4+ T cells are represented in (G). * p ≤ 0.05, ** p≤ 0.01, ns: not significant; 799	

Mann-Whitney test. 800	

Figure 5: 801	

T- and B-cell immune responses in mice vaccinated with HIV-pseudotyped 802	

VLPs carrying or not ncRNA. (A) Schematic representation of the vaccination 803	

protocol. C57BL/6 or MyD88-/- mice (n = 5 per group) were immunized 3 times at 804	

two-week intervals with 25 µg of HIV-pseudotyped Gag-gp33-41 VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. 805	

Sera were collected from blood samples at weeks 6 and 12. (B, C) Cellular 806	

responses were evaluated at week 12 by standard IFN-γ ELISPOT after specific 807	

restimulation with either gp33-41 (B) or HIV-gp140 (C). Results represent individual 808	

values and group means expressed as number of spot forming units (SFUs) per 809	

million of splenocytes. (D, E) Specific anti-gp140 antibody concentrations were 810	

evaluated in serum of immunized or naïve C57BL/6 mice by anti-GP120 ELISA at 811	

weeks 6 (D) and 12 (E). Results represent the mean values + SEM of measured 812	

concentrations. * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01; Mann-Whitney test. 813	



Figure 1:
ncRNA system and validation of ncRNAVLPs. (A) Structure of the ncRNA encoding plasmid. Box sizes indicates the relative length of the
genetic sequences according to the scale provided. CMV: cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter; psi: retroviral encapsidation
sequence; U3, R, U5: MLV-long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences. (B) Schematic representation of MLV-derived standard VLPs (left) and

ncRNAVLPs (right). Packaged cellular RNAs and ncRNA (two copies of single-stranded virus-derived RNA) are illustrated. (C) Validation by
RT-qPCR of the presence of ncRNA in the pseudo-particles. Gray curves: VLPs; black curves: ncRNAVLPs. Untransfected cell lysate was
used as negative control (dashed curves). Duplicates of one experiment representative of three are shown. (D) ncRNA-specific qPCR
conducted on VLPs or ncRNAVLPs, with (plain curves) or without (dashed curves) reverse transcriptase step. (E) Evaluation of endotoxin
levels in three different production batches of VLPs and ncRNAVLPs using LAL assay. Commercial OVA protein batch was used as control.



Figure 2:
In vitro effect of VLPs carrying or not ncRNA on bone marrow–derived dendritic cell activation. Immature BMDCs from C57BL/6 (A-
F) or MyD88-/- (G-L) mice were incubated for 24 hours in the presence of 1, 5 or 10 µg/mL of VSV-G pseudotyped MLV-Gag VLPs or

ncRNAVLPs. CD80 and CD86 expressions were analyzed by flow cytometry. Representative histograms of CD80 (A, G) and CD86 (B, H) on
C57BL/6 BMDCs (A-B) or MyD88-/- BMDCs (G-H) cultured with 5 µg/mL of VLPs (thin line), ncRNAVLPs (thick line) or medium alone (plain
histogram) are shown. Related percentages of CD80+ (C, I) and CD86+ (D, J) were represented. Medium alone, LPS (100 ng/mL) and
R848 (1 µg/mL) were used as negative control and two positive controls, respectively. Results represent the mean + SD of duplicates
for each dose of VLPs from one experiment representative of two (C-D, I-J) and the means +/- SEM of two independent experiments
with the dose of 5 µg/mL are represented for CD80 (E, K) and CD86 (F, L) for C57BL/6 (E, F) and MyD88-/- (K, L) BMDCs. * p ≤ 0.05, ns:
not significant; Mann-Whitney test.



Figure 3:
Transcriptome analysis of splenic dendritic cells after in vivo injection of VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. Dendritic-specific gene set enrichment
analysis using Gene Ontology database signatures allowed us to identify molecular signatures that are differentially enriched in VLP and

ncRNAVLP groups compared with PBS. (A) Results were mapped using Cytoscape software as a network of signatures (nodes) related by
similarity (edges). Node size is proportional to the total number of genes in each set. Groups of functionally related signatures are
circled and labeled (modules). Grey nodes represent signatures shared between VLP and ncRNAVLP groups; red nodes represent
signatures that are specific for the ncRNAVLP group. FDR q-value = 0.05, P-value = 0.005. (B) Heatmap showing three ncRNA-specific
signatures. Samples were clustered using a distance-based hierarchical clustering regarding the gene expression. The heatmap colors
represent the gene expression (red for high, black for middle, and green for low expression). The Gene Ontology exact names of
signatures are “Dendritic cell differentiation” for DC differentiation, “Positive regulation of Toll-Like receptor signaling pathways” for TLR
signaling, and “Positive regulation of T helper type 1 immune response” for Th1 response. (C) Validation by RT-qPCR of the relative
quantity of eight different genes from the three selected signatures.
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Figure 4:
In vitro and in vivo effects of VLPs carrying or not ncRNA on T cell proliferation and polarization. (A, B) In vitro proliferation of antigen-
specific CD8+ T cells. CFSE-stained OVA-specific OT-I splenic lymphocytes were cultured for 3 days with antigen-presenting cells from
C57BL/6 (A) or MyD88-/- (B) in the presence of 5 µg/mL of VSV-G pseudotyped Gag-OVA VLPs (gray bars) or ncRNAVLPs (black bars).
Percentages of divided cells were evaluated by flow cytometry analysis of CFSE-low cells among CD8+ Vα2+ live cells. Medium alone and
OVA-I peptide were used as negative and positive controls, respectively. Means of triplicates from three independent experiments are
shown. (C-E) In vivo proliferation of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. C57BL/6 or MyD88-/- mice (n = 5 per group) were injected i.v. with 1 µg
of VSV-G pseudotyped Gag-OVA VLPs or ncRNAVLPs, and PBS in the control group. Six hours later received 1.5x106 CFSE+ OVA-specific
CD8+ T cells from OT-I mice. After 3 days, spleens were collected and proliferatiomice n of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells was evaluated by
flow cytometry. One representative dot plot of the CFSE profile from each group is depicted in (C). Percentages of divided OVA-specific
CD8+ T cells for each dose in C57BL/6 (D) and MyD88-/- mice (E) are shown. Results represent the mean values +SEM. (F, G) In vivo
proliferation and differentiation of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells. The same experiment as in (D) was conducted with OT-II cells instead of
OT-I cells. (F) Means of the percentage of divided OVA-specific CD4+ T cells and SEM are shown. Geometric means (MFI) ratios of Tbet :
GATA3 expression among divided CD4+ T cells are represented in (G). * p ≤ 0.05, ** p≤ 0.01, ns: not significant; Mann-Whitney test.



Figure 5:
T- and B-cell immune responses in mice vaccinated with HIV-pseudotyped VLPs carrying or not ncRNA. (A) Schematic representation of the
vaccination protocol. C57BL/6 or MyD88-/- mice (n = 5 per group) were immunized 3 times at two-week intervals with 25 µg of HIV-
pseudotyped Gag-gp33-41 VLPs or ncRNAVLPs. Sera were collected from blood samples at weeks 6 and 12. (B, C) Cellular responses were
evaluated at week 12 by standard IFN-γ ELISPOT after specific restimulation with either gp33-41 (B) or HIV-gp140 (C). Results represent
individual values and group means expressed as number of spot forming units (SFUs) per million of splenocytes. (D, E) Specific anti-gp140
antibody concentrations were evaluated in serum of immunized or naïve C57BL/6 mice by anti-GP120 ELISA at weeks 6 (D) and 12 (E). Results
represent the mean values + SEM of measured concentrations. * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01; Mann-Whitney test.
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